
2014 Summer Reading Program Addition
This summer, 11th and 12th grade AP students may write a synthesis essay to earn their three points, two points 

or one point for the 
Summer Reading Program.

This alternative assignment reflects Lockport’s
dedication to the new Common Core standards.

The synthesis essay will be administered the following days in the Library: (Sign up mandatory) 

July 17, 2014: 1p.m. - 3p.m., July 24, 2014:  1p.m. - 3p.m., July 31, 2014:  1p.m. - 3p.m.

Each essay will be written in the above time frame.  Please arrive 15 minutes early to the library so the essay may 
begin promptly at 1p.m.  You will be required to stay 90 minutes .

How will the essays be graded? 
If the following requirements are met, the essay will be scored a 3:

1.  creates an authentic claim after reading all directions, and prompts.
2.  incorporates at least three sources in your essay (direct quote or paraphrase).

3. uses parenthetical documentation (author’s last name or Source A) for all sources.
4. word choice reveals a sophistication of style appropriate with Honors expectations.

5.  paragraphing transitions ideas effectively.
6.  acknowledges counterclaim.

If the requirements are not met, the rater will note as such and grade a 2 or a 1.

 What does a 2 look like?

1.  creates an authentic claim after reading all directions and prompts.
2.  incorporates 1 or 2 sources in your essay.

3.  uses parenthetical documentation (author’s last name or Source A) for all sources.
4.  word choice lacks a sophistication of style appropriate with Honors expectations:

spelling and grammar errors that affect the pacing of the essay.
5.  paragraphing transitions ideas effectively.

6.  acknowledges counterclaim.

What does a 1 look like?

1. creates an authentic claim after reading all directions and prompts.
2.  incorporates no sources in the esay.

3.  uses no parenthetical documentation
4.  word choice lacks a sophistication of style appropriate with Honors expectations:

spelling and grammar errors that affect the pacing of the essay.
5.  paragraphing does not transition ideas effectively.

6.  acknowledges counterclaim.

You will not be allowed to take the essay a second time - the grade given is final and cannot be mixed and matched 
with the reading component of the Summer Reading Program. 


